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Abstract

Figures of speech such as metaphors, similes,
and idioms allow language to be expressive,
invoke emotion, and communicate abstract
ideas that might otherwise be difficult
to visualize. These figurative forms are
often conveyed through multiple modes,
such as text and images, and frequently
appear in advertising, news, social media,
etc. Understanding multimodal figurative
language is an essential component of human
communication, and it plays a significant role
in our daily interactions. While humans can
intuitively understand multimodal figurative
language, this poses a challenging task
for machines that requires the cognitive
ability to map between domains, abstraction,
commonsense, and profound language
and cultural knowledge. In this work, we
propose the Image Recognition of Figurative
Language dataset to examine vision and
language models’ understanding of figurative
language. We leverage human annotation and
an automatic pipeline we created to generate
a multimodal dataset and introduce two
novel tasks as a benchmark for multimodal
figurative understanding. We experiment
with several baseline models and find that all
perform substantially worse than humans. We
hope our dataset and benchmark will drive
the development of models that will better
understand figurative language.

1 Introduction

Figures of speech include metaphors, similes,
and idioms that allow language to be expressive,
to convey abstract ideas that might otherwise
be difficult to visualize, and to evoke emotion
(Roberts and Kreuz, 1994; Fussell and Moss,
1998). A metaphor is a comparison between two
unrelated concepts that enable us to think of the
target concept in terms of the source concept.
For example, in the sentence “You’re a peach!”,
the person being addressed is equated with a

Figure 1: Examples of the figurative understanding task
for idiom, metaphor, and simile in corresponding order.
The figurative phrase is displayed in the top section,
and the bottom section displays four candidates from
which the correct answer (orange) has been selected.
Idiom tasks also display the idiom definitions below the
idiom.

peach, with the suggestion that the person is
pleasing or delightful. A simile is a figure of
speech that compares two things and is often
introduced by “like” or “as” (Paul, 1970). A simile
is called “open” when the shared properties are
not explicitly revealed, like “Her heart is like a
stone”, and “closed” when they are explicitly
revealed, like “Her heart is hard as stone”. An
idiom is a group of words with a figurative,
non-literal meaning that can not be interpreted by
looking at its individual words. For example, the
idiom “We’re on the same page” means “Agreeing
about something (such as how things should be
done)”. Understanding metaphors and similes
require the cognitive ability to map between
domains, and depending on the source and target
concept, it can require commonsense, association
abilities, and general knowledge. Understanding
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idioms requires profound language, and cultural
knowledge (Paul, 1970; Philip, 2011). Humans
intuitively understand these figures and employ
them in everyday communication (Lakoff and
Johnson, 1980; Hoffman and Kemper, 1987).
These figurative forms are often conveyed through
multiple modes, such as text and images, and
frequently appear in advertising, news, social
media, etc.

Due to its integral part in human communication,
the detection and comprehension of multimodal
figurative language is an important aspect of
various multimodal challenges. Among these
challenges are hate speech detection in memes
(Das et al., 2020), fact-checking (Yao et al., 2022),
sentiment analysis (Soleymani et al., 2017), humor
recognition (Reyes et al., 2012; Schifanella et al.,
2016), and identifying depression in social media
posts (Yadav et al., 2020; Cheng and Chen, 2022).
Figure 2 shows two photos posted on social
media with metaphoric captions. In the left image,
the caption reads, “Jumped off the sinking ship
just in time”, as this player left Chelsea - “the
sinking ship”, which is having a bad year, to join
the leading team of the premier league, Arsenal.
The right image was posted with the caption “A
performing clown”, as the person who is getting hit
is a famous YouTuber who lost in a boxing match
against a professional boxer. Multimodal figurative
understanding is required to comprehend the
metaphorical message being conveyed in these two
posts. Vision and Language Pre-Trained Models’
(VL-PTMs) understanding of figurative language
combined with vision has not been thoroughly
examined, if at all, partly due to the absence of
large-scale datasets with ground truth labels of
multimodal smilies, idioms, metaphors, etc.

In this work, we introduce the IRFL dataset of
idioms, metaphors, and similes with matching
figurative and literal images. We leveraged a
textual dataset of idioms and an extensive pipeline
we developed to find possible figurative and literal
idiom images. We annotated these images via
Amazon Mechanical Turk using the UI seen in
(Appendix A.2) to create a large-scale dataset of
idioms’ figurative and literal images. In addition,
we collected metaphors and similes’ figurative and
literal images. We then used the IRFL dataset to
create two novel tasks of figurative understanding

Figure 2: Two photos posted on social media. The left
photo depicts football player Jorge Luiz Frello Filho
Cavaliere wearing an Arsenal football club uniform.
The right photo shows famous YouTuber Jake Paul
taking a hit from professional boxer Tommy Fury
during their boxing fight.

and figurative preference to examine the figurative
understanding of Vision and Language models.
The figurative understanding task evaluates VL-
PTMs’ ability to understand the relation between
an image and a figurative phrase. The task is to
choose the image that best visualizes the figurative
phrase out of X candidates. Figure 1 shows an
example of the task for idiom, metaphor, and
simile. The preference task examines VL-PTMs’
preference for figurative images. In this task, the
model needs to rank figurative images of different
categories correctly. Figure 3 shows the expected
order versus the actual order of the idiom “ruffle
someone’s feathers” images based on the model
scores. Finally, we experiment with generative
models such as Dall-E and Stable Diffusion to
examine their ability to generate figurative images
for idioms.

Figure 3: The Figurative and Partial Objects images
of the idiom “ruffle someone’s feathers” - “To unease,
cause discomfort to someone” sorted from right to left
by the CLIP-VIT-L/14 score. The images with the
letter F are figurative, and the images with the letter
P are partially literal. Green indicates correct rank, red
indicates incorrect rank. The first row shows the ideal
ranking order, while the second row shows the actual
one. Figurative images with a green letter will appear
in the first #F image from the right, and Partial Objects
images with a green letter will appear in the last #P
image. In this example, all of the models except LiT
received 0 F1 score.



2 The IRFL Dataset

Our goal is to introduce the IRFL dataset of idioms,
metaphors, and similes with matching figurative
and literal images and evaluate the figurative
understanding and preference of Vision and
Language models. To collect figurative and literal
images for idioms, we developed an automatic
pipeline that takes a list of idioms as input and
outputs figurative and literal candidate images.
We collected idioms from the MAGPIE corpus
(Haagsma et al., 2020) of idiomatic expressions
collected from Wiktionary, Oxford Dictionary
of English Idioms, and UsingEnglish.com. The
MAGPIE corpus contains 56,622 crowdsourced
potentially idiomatic expressions, covering 1,756
unique idioms that appear in at least two of the
dictionaries mentioned above. After collecting
the idioms, we then feed them into the pipeline
as input. First, we collect the definitions of the
idioms from Wiktionary and Oxford dictionaries
and construct search queries to find possible
literal and figurative images (2.1). The process of
choosing figurative and literal candidates involves
several heuristics and implementation decisions
elaborated at (2.2). We annotate the different
relations between each idiom and its candidate
images, thus creating the IRFL dataset (2.3). We
evaluate the end2end dataset generation, and
the fact that humans achieve high agreement
helps to verify the correctness of the end2end
process. The relation categories can be seen with a
corresponding explanation in Table 1.

To collect metaphors and similes’ images,
we collected 35 textual metaphors and 142 textual
similes from the internet. First, we constructed
manual search queries and adapted the method
used to search images in (2.2). Next, we annotated
these images into “Figurative” and “Literal”
categories. In total, we obtained 1107 figurative
images and 1816 literal images for similes, and
333 figurative images and 729 literal images for
metaphors. We verify the correctness of our dataset
on different tasks in human evaluation section
3.3.1.

2.1 Search Queries
We want to find literal and figurative images for
each idiom we collected from the MAGPIE dataset.
For that, we collect the idioms’ definitions from

1https://irfl-dataset.github.io/assets/img/steps tree.PNG

Figurative
Literal

The image conveys one or more definitions of the idiom
to some extent, and it literally illustrates the phrase or
visualizes the phrase objects/entities

Figurative
The image conveys one or more definitions of the idiom
to some extent

Caption The image illustrates the phrase literally

Partial
Objects

The objects/entities of the phrase are visualized in the
image

None The image does not fit any of the categories

Table 1: Workers were guided to choose relation
categories prioritized by the table’s order. A scheme
tree 1was provided to illustrate how the correct thinking
process should look like.

online dictionaries and parse them into “search
queries”. We first search Wiktionary for each
idiom’s definition and scrape the data using a web
crawler. In case no definitions are found, we search
the Oxford Dictionary and collect definitions using
a similar method. The definitions in Wiktionary
are usually tagged with the context in which
they appear. For example, the idiom “white
hat” has the “figurative” definition of “A good
person; a hero”, and the “slang” definitions of “a
sailor” and “A well-meaning hacker”. We collect
this data and filter idioms with no “figurative”
or “idiomatic” definitions. We then construct
search queries by parsing the “figurative” and
“idiomatic” definitions of idioms 2. The parsing
process separates definitions that are in fact several
definitions concatenated into one. For example, we
split the definition “A good person; a hero” into
two search queries “A good person” and “A hero”.
In some rare cases, a definition may be an idiom,
and to tackle such cases, we replace the idiom with
its definitions.

2.2 Choosing Images
To find figurative images for our search queries, we
searched Google images 3, taking up to 20 images
per search query. The resulting images included
a lot of “garbage” and problematic images with
specific characteristics, such as images in which the
idiom they were derived from and its definitions are
written. These images were problematic because
a model may see a connection between an idiom
and a figurative image solely based on the textual
signal that appears in it. Such images were filtered

2We also construct search queries from untagged
definitions. Even though untagged definitions are rare (1-2%
of all definitions), they are typically idiomatic.

3Images were searched with “SafeSearch” flag “on”, and
in “United States” region.



out by using OCR and a spelling tool to correct
any spelling errors the OCR had. A large number
of “garbage” images were found in the search
results, including letters, postcards, newspapers,
and images with mostly text in them. To tackle
this problem, we used OCR to remove images
with more than a couple of words and images
with a text size bigger than 30%. In addition, we
removed images that looked like documents that
the OCR failed to detect. Images that passed these
filters were literal, figurative, or had no connection
to the phrase they originated from. Next, we
calculated the matching score of each image with
its phrase and search query. Images with a “phrase-
image” score that passed a certain literal threshold
(Appendix A.3) were tagged as “literal”, and from
these images, we chose the top K images as literal
candidates. From the non “literal” images, we
chose the top K images with the highest “search
query-image” score as Figurative candidates. We
then annotated the relation between the figurative
phrase and its Figurative and Literal candidates
using the UI seen in Figure 4.

2.3 Human Annotation

We hired Amazon Mechanical Turk workers to
annotate the relation between each idiom and its
candidate images. Five workers annotated each
image, the images were annotated in batches of
five for the reward of $0.15 for batch. We created
a difficult qualification test 4 to select quality
annotators and provided them with an interactive
training platform 5 to understand the task and the
different categories better. We split the annotation
process into batches with an average size of 60
idioms per batch. After each batch, We provided
each worker with a personal profile page 6 to view
its statistics and some handily picked examples
where his choice was distant from a majority of
four workers. We also provided workers with a
leaderboard 7 that was updated after each batch to
improve their competitiveness. Full annotation
results and statistics are presented in Table 2.

The nature of this task is very subjective,
and often the relation worker A sees between
an idiom, and an image differs from the relation
worker B see. We provide further discussion about

4https://irfl-dataset.github.io/mturk/image/qualification
5https://irfl-dataset.github.io/mturk/image/train
6https://irfl-dataset.github.io/profile/example
7https://irfl-dataset.github.io/mturk/leaderboard

Categories Figurative
Figurative

Literal
Caption

Partial
Objects

None Total

Number 1970 751 434 487 2638 6697

3 workers majority 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 94%
4 workers majority 75.5% 63% 68% 63% 80% 70%
5 workers majority 45% 33% 35% 38% 53% 43%

Mean per phrase 3.1 1.2 0.7 0.8 4 -
Median per phrase 2 0 0 0 4 -

Table 2: IRFL statistics on 628 idioms. The majority of
the images have some relation to the figurative phrase.
Most of the relations are Figurative.

this aspect of the task in (Appendix A.4). Despite
the subjective aspect of the task and its complexity
in distinguishing between the various categories,
in 94% of the instances, there was a majority of 3
workers or more compared to a random chance of
29%. This shows that different people can see the
same connection most of the time.

3 Experiments

We evaluate humans and state-of-the-art image
recognition models ability to understand figurative
language (Section 3.3). We show that IRFL
tasks are easy for humans (97% accuracy) and
challenging for models (<27%). Additionally, we
provide a detailed analysis per figure of speech,
experiments with idioms and their definitions
as input, and with different candidate types.
We find that models fail the IRFL task due to
their preference for partially literal images over
figurative images and introduce a preference task
to tackle this problem (Section 3.4). In addition, we
examine the ability of generative models such as
Dall-E and Stable Diffusion to generate figurative
images for idioms (Section 3.5). We find that
they are unable to generate figurative images given
idiomatic phrases. Given the definitions of an
idiom, generative models can generate figurative
images.

3.1 Zero-Shot Baselines

We evaluate several diverse state-of-the-art vision-
and-language models. Due to ViLT’s maximum
sequence length of 40, we do not evaluate it on
idioms. In all cases described below (except CLIP-
ViL), the model encodes the figurative phrase and
the image and produces a matching score for each
pair. We chose the image that results the highest
matching score as the image that best matches the
figurative expression.

1. CLIP (Radford et al., 2021) is pre-trained



with a contrastive objective that can be used
without directly optimizing for the task. We
use four versions of models with different
amounts of parameters: RN50, ViT-B/32, ViT-
L/14 and RN50x64/14 with 100M, 150M,
430M and 620M parameters respectively
(RN50 was used during data collection).

2. CLIP-ViL (Shen et al., 2021), with 290M
parameters, is a pre-trained vision-and-
language model that uses CLIP as a visual
backbone, rather than CNN based visual
encoders that are trained on a small set of
manually annotated data.

3. ViLT (Kim et al., 2021), with 111M
parameters, incorporates text embeddings into
a Vision Transformer (ViT).

3.2 Supervised Models

We join a line of benchmarks that introduce a
test set without predefined train splits (Thrush
et al., 2022; Rudinger et al., 2018; Emelin and
Sennrich, 2021), (Bitton et al., 2022a). We believe
that in order to understand metaphors and similes,
a machine must be able to abstract and map
between domains. It should be able to solve unseen
cases without extensive training (Mitchell, 2021).
Contrary to metaphors and similes, understanding
idioms requires language and cultural knowledge
that can be learned through extensive training. We
train a supervised model for figurative classification
of idioms. We add a binary classifier on top of the
pre-trained embeddings to classify whether a given
image is figurative or not. We use CLIP (VIT-B/32)
model, concatenate the textual idiom embedding
to the visual image embedding, followed by a
classifier that produces a matching score, where
a matching score above 0.5 is labeled ‘Figurative’.
We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
with a learning rate of 0.001, batch size of 12, and
train for 7 epochs. We run the fine-tuned model
on the understanding and preference task using
the model’s matching score. We train the binary
classifier on 4790 images for the understanding
task and 3802 images for the preference task8. We
repeat five experiments with different random seeds
for each task and take the mean score along with
the standard deviation.

8Training data does not contain any of the images or idioms
that appear in the task.

3.3 Understanding Task

The figurative understanding task evaluates
VL-PTMs’ ability to understand the relation
between an image and a figurative phrase. The
task is to choose the image that best visualizes
the figurative phrase out of X candidates. Our
goal was to create an understanding task that
consists of “mixed” candidate types and represents
the richness of our dataset. The “mixed” tasks
provide a holistic image of the figurative
understanding of vision and language models.
We constructed and crowdsourced 810 “mixed”
figurative understanding task instances for idioms,
metaphors, and similes.

The basic structure of all “mixed” instances
is the same. Each instance contains four
candidates, of which one is the correct answer, and
1 − 3 candidates are partially literal distractors.
The “mixed” idiom instances have one to two
partially literal distractors and one to two random
images. The simile “mixed” instances contain
a distractor image of the target concept without
the compared property or with its antonym
visualized, a distractor image of the source
concept, and one random image. The metaphor
“mixed” instances consist of between one to three
partially literal distractors, and the remaining
candidates are random images. In 65% of the
idioms understanding task instances, the correct
answer is “Figurative”, and in the other 35%, the
correct answer is “Figurative Literal”. Figure 1
shows two examples of the “mixed” figurative
understanding task for metaphor and simile.

3.3.1 Human Evaluation
We asked annotators that did not work on previous
IRFL tasks to solve the figurative understanding
task. Each instance of the “mixed” understanding
task was annotated by 5 annotators, and the correct
answer is chosen by the majority. We find that
human performance on the data sampled for all
figures of speech ranges between 90% − 100%.
Additionally, in 83% − 99% of the instances,
there was an agreement between at least four
annotators compared to a random chance of 6%.
Samples from the validation process are presented
in Appendix A.5.

3.3.2 Results and Model Analysis
Zero-shot results on the “mixed” figurative
understanding task are presented in Table 3. The



Categories Idioms Metaphors Similes

Figurative Figurative Literal

Humans 97% 90% 99.7% 100%

CLIP-VIT-L/14 17% 56% 25% 52%
CLIP-VIT-B/32 16% 44% 23% 45%
CLIP-RN50 14% 37% 27% 47%
CLIP-RN50x64/14 22% 56% 30% 52%
LiT 27% 31% 21% 19%

ViLT - - 23% 40%

# Unique Phrases 48 30 35 142

# Tasks 135 65 333 277

Table 3: Zero-shot models performance on the IRFL
"mixed" understanding task by figurative type. There
are two columns for idioms, the first column represents
the score for the "Figurative" images, and the second
for the "Figurative Literal" images. In the idioms tasks
the model received both the Idioms and their definitions
as input. Numbers are the percentage of instances
annotated correctly. Bold numbers indicate the best
model performances.

best model achieved 27%, 30%, and 52% accuracy
on the idioms9, metaphors, and similes tasks
compared to a random chance of 25%. These
results suggest that models do not understand
the connection between a figurative phrase and
an image like humans do. We conduct a fine-
grained analysis to examine if models failed the
“mixed” understanding task because they do not see
any connection to the figurative images or rather
because they prioritize “weak” literal connections
over figurative ones.

Models prefer partially literal images over
figurative ones. We analyzed the models’ choices
on the “mixed” figurative understanding task
and found that in all models (excluding LiT on
idioms and similes), a partially literal distractor
was selected in 92% − 100% of the instances
where the models failed across all figures of
speech (idioms, metaphors, and similes) . This
shows that models prefer partially literal images
over figurative ones. We find the case of
idioms to be particularly interesting in this
regard. Models receive a relatively long prompt
containing both the idiom and its definitions as
input. Instead of picking an image that fits the
prompt semantically, they choose an image that
is literal to one or two words.

Models partially understand the figurative
connection between idioms and images. To

9Idioms were passed along with their definitions as input.

Categories Figurative
Figurative
Literal

Candidates 2 4 6 4

Random 50% 25% 16.6% 25%

CLIP-VIT-L/14 64% 87% 46% 71% 33% 53% 76% 86%
CLIP-VIT-B/32 61% 84% 38% 67% 30% 53% 65% 82%
CLIP-RN50 56% 75% 30% 60% 24% 46% 78% 86%
CLIP-RN50x64/14 67% 79% 38% 67% 27% 51% 69% 85%
LiT 57% 61% 22% 22% 19% 18% 17% 24%

Table 4: Zero-shot models performance on the different
configurations of the idiom understanding task with
random candidates. Numbers are the percentage
of instances annotated correctly. Bold numbers
indicate the best model performance. There are three
configurations for the Figurative Category with 2, 4,
and 6 candidates. The table is double-columned. The
left column shows the score for the phrase alone as
input, and the right column shows the score for the
phrase and its definitions as input.

examine whether models can comprehend a
figurative connection between an image and an
idiom, we experiment with random candidates and
several configurations of the understanding task
(Table 4). The accuracy score on the Figurative
category with 2 candidates is 61% − 87%, and
22% − 71% with 4 candidates. These results are
marginally above random chance but still below
human performance on the “mixed” task. When
given the idiom alone as input, most models
achieved 80% − 84% with 2 candidates and
30%−46% with 4 candidates compared to random
chance of 50% and 25%. These results suggest
that models partially understand the figurative
connection between idioms and images. Moreover,
we see a significant performance drop with all
models when increasing the number of candidates.

In the Figurative Literal category, models achieve
a 65% − 78% accuracy score with 4 candidates,
significantly higher than the performance in the
Figurative category with 2 and 4 candidates. These
results can be explained by the fact that Figurative
Literal images possess a literal connection to the
phrase in addition to a figurative one.

Models understand metaphors, but fail to
reach human performance. Table 5 shows the
models’ performance on the metaphors figurative
understanding task with random candidates. The
accuracy score of all models, excluding LiT,
on the Figurative category with 2 candidates is
72% − 88%, and 53% − 76% with 4 candidates.
We see a significant performance drop with all



Categories Metaphors Similes

Candidates 2 4 2 4

CLIP-VIT-L/14 87% 72% 99% 97%
CLIP-VIT-B/32 86% 73% 99% 97%
CLIP-RN50 83% 66% 99% 97%
CLIP-RN50x64/14 88% 76% 98% 96
LiT 47% 27% 49% 24%

ViLT 72% 53% 96% 91%

Table 5: Zero-shot models performance on the
metaphors and similes understanding task with random
candidates. Numbers are the percentage of instances
annotated correctly.

models when increasing the number of candidates.
The results suggest that models understand
metaphors but fail to reach human performance.

Models understand similes as well as humans.
Table 5 shows the models’ performance on the
similes figurative understanding task with random
candidates. The accuracy score of all models,
excluding LiT, on the Figurative category with 2
candidates is 96%− 99%, and 91%− 97% with 4
candidates. Models’ performance is competitive
with that of humans, and the models maintain
their performance when increasing the number of
candidates. We note that we experiment with open
similes where the compared property is explicitly
mentioned in the simile. Thus the Figurative
images can be seen as Figurative Literal. As we
analyzed the “mixed” understanding task results
in more depth, we found that across all models
excluding LiT, 55%−61% of the figurative images
received a higher matching score than the source
concept images. In addition, 50% − 66% of the
source concept images received a higher matching
score than the target concept distractor image.
These suggest that models prioritize simile images
in the following order: 1) images of the target
concept with the compared property, 2) images of
the source concept, 3) images of the target concept
without the compared property.

Fine-tuning improves figurative understanding
and reduces partially literal preference. Fine-
tuning results are presented in Table 6. The mean
Figurative category accuracy is 58% compared to
13% in the Zero-shot configuration. We analyzed
the fine-tuned model results and compared them
to the zero-shot configuration and found that
in 41% ± 4.3 of the instances where the model

Categories Figurative Figurative Literal

Zero-Shot 16% 41%
Supervised 58%± 4.2 49%± 2.6

Table 6: Supervised models performance. Results are
the mean and standard deviation of the accuracy of five
experiments.

failed, a partially literal distractor was selected
compared to 96% in the zero-shot configuration.
Along with this improvement in literal preference,
Figurative Literal category accuracy raised from
41% in zero-shot to 49%. These results show
that models can moderate their preference for
partially literal images and recognize idiomatic
figurative connections better, using extensive
training. Moreover, the results suggest that the
data is a valuable training signal for this task.

3.4 Ranking Task Analysis

To tackle vision and language models’ strong
preference toward partially literal images over
figurative images, we introduce the preference task.
The preference task is to rank the Figurative images
higher than partially literal distractors based on
the model matching score. First, we rank the
figurative phrase images by their matching score
from higher to lower, then we define two classes,
#F which consists of the Figurative images, and
#P which consists of the partially literal images.
The model then predicts the first #F images as
Figurative and the last #P images as partially
literal images, the F1 score of the model predictions
is the preference task score. The results of the
preference task are presented in Table 7. We
evaluate all figurative phrases that have images
from both of the categories. Models’ scores on the

Ranking Idioms Metaphors Similes

Figurative Literal Figurative

CLIP-VIT-L/14 57 37 26 44
CLIP-VIT-B/32 54 36 22 38
CLIP-RN50 54 37 25 38
CLIP-RN50x64/14 61 39 29 43
LiT 54 56 25 25

ViLT - - 23 34

# of phrases 94 149 35 142

Table 7: The preference task performance, the scoring
metric is F1. The Idiom category is double-columned.
The left column shows the score for Figurative Literal
images, and the right column shows the score for
Figurative images.



preference task are low (<61%). We expect models
with proper figurative preference to achieve better
results. Models’ success in the Figurative Literal
category can be attributed to the literal connections
of the Figurative Literal images.

Categories Figurative Figurative Literal

Zero-Shot 36 54
Supervised 68± 3.8 64± 2.25

Table 8: Supervised models performance. Results are
the mean and standard deviation of the F1 score of five
experiments.

The supervised model, after fine-tuning, achieved
a 68 ± 3.8 F1 score on the Figurative category,
almost double the zero-shot score of CLIP-ViT-
B/32 (36). Additionally, the score in the Figurative
Literal category was improved by 10± 2.25 points.
These results align well with the observation that
the fined-tuned understanding task model showed
substantially moderate literal preference. Table 8
shows the fine-tuned model results.

3.5 Generative Models Analysis
To examine whether generative models can
generate figurative images, we sampled 15 idioms
from the IRFL dataset and experimented with the
idioms and their definitions as input to Dall E and
Stable Diffusion. We annotated 345 generated
images and found that generative models failed
to generate figurative images for given idioms but
instead generated literal images. When provided
with the definitions as input, the models succeeded
in creating figurative images to some extent.
Statistics on the generated images and the matching
IRFL images can be seen in Table 9.

Categories Dall E
Stable
Diffusion

IRFL

Figurative 0% 42.5% 0% 11% 4% 46%
Figurative Literal 0% 10% 5% 1% 20% 6%
Caption 31% 0% 17% 0% 35% 0%
Partial Objects 48% 2% 42% 2.5% 23% 1.5%
None 19% 44% 27% 85% 4% 43%

Number 48 120 59 118 69 126

Table 9: The table is double-columned, the first
column describes the percentage of images generated
by idioms, and the second column describes the
percentage of images generated by the idioms’
definitions.

The experiment results show that our pipeline

extracted more Figurative, Figurative literal, and
Caption images and fewer None images than the
generative models. Future work might focus on the
quality of generative models’ figurative images and
the emotions they evoke.

4 Related Work

4.1 Commonsense

Common sense is a topic of increasing interest [36].
Many commonsense reasoning tasks have been
proposed, both in NLP (Zellers et al., 2019b; Sap
et al., 2019a; Forbes et al., 2019; Saha et al., 2021),
and computer vision (Marino et al., 2019; Zellers
et al., 2019a; Park et al., 2020; Bitton-Guetta et al.,
2023) ranging from physical context (Bisk et al.,
2020) to social interactions (Sap et al., 2019b). A
particularly relevant line of work are abstractions
(Ji et al., 2022), associations (Bitton et al., 2022a),
and analogies (Bitton et al., 2022b): understanding
metaphors and similes often require association,
abstraction, and general knowledge depending on
the target and source concepts and the metaphorical
message. For example, understanding the simile
“as stubborn as a mule” requires the common sense
knowledge that mules are stubborn (where in fact,
they are not). The metaphor “John is a fox” uses
the association of foxes with slyness.

4.2 Idioms

Previous work on idioms focused on the detection,
interpretation, and representation of textual idioms
(Fazly et al., 2009; Verma and Vuppuluri, 2015;
Peng and Feldman, 2016; Salton et al., 2016; Liu
and Hwa, 2017; Li and Sporleder, 2009; Liu et al.,
2017; Liu and Hwa, 2016; Zhou et al., 2021).
Recently, several papers have examined the ability
of pre-trained LMs to represent idioms. Shwartz
and Dagan (Shwartz and Dagan, 2019) found
that LMs’ representation of idiomatic expressions
was of lower quality than that of literal ones.
Chakrabarty at el. (Chakrabarty et al., 2022)
introduced a narrative understanding benchmark
focused on interpreting figurative language and
found that pre-trained LMs irrespective of their
size, struggle to perform well in zero-shot and
few-shot settings. However, to the best of
our knoweldge, Vision and Language Pre-trained
models (VL-PTMs) understanding of idioms has
not been investigated until this work.



4.3 Metaphors and Similes
Metaphors and similes have been studied
previously primarily in terms of interpretation,
generation, and detection of textual metaphors
and similes (Aghazadeh et al., 2022; Stowe
et al., 2021; He et al., 2022; Zeng et al., 2019;
Chakrabarty et al., 2020, 2022). Recently there
have been several works focusing on the ability of
VL-PTMs to understand similes and metaphors.
Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2021) introduced the
first large-scale multimodal dataset of metaphors.
Liu and Giegle (hen Liu et al., 2022) presented
FigMemes, a dataset for figurative language
classification in politically-opinionated memes.
Akula et al. (Akula et al., 2022) annotated a visual
advertisement dataset with similes as captions to
introduce MetaCLUE, a set of vision tasks on
visual metaphor. We find MetaCLUE the closest
to ours concerning similes. The key difference
between IRFL and MetaCLUE is the tasks and
images. MetaCLUE’s images are synthetic, while
ours are more natural. Additionally, our tasks
introduce a new aspect of preference (literal
vs. figurative) into multimodal metaphorical
understanding.

5 Limitations and Conclusions

We introduced IRFL, a dataset of Figurative and
Literal images for idioms, metaphors, and similes.
We introduced two novel tasks as a benchmark
for figurative understanding. Our tasks are easy
for humans and challenging for state-of-the-art
models. We provided an extensive evaluation of
the dataset.

Our pipeline has several limitations. Future
work can focus on improving the pipeline, in
particular, improving the quality of figurative
candidates for idioms, and increasing the
automation for metaphors and similes. We hope
that the IRFL dataset and benchmark will drive the
development of models that will better understand
figurative language.
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A Appendix

A.1 Dataset Supplementary Materials
1. Dataset documentation, metadata, and

download instructions are available at https:
//irfl-dataset.github.io/download.

2. Intended uses: We hope researchers will
use our benchmarks to evaluate Vision and
Language models. We also hope that our
pipeline and dataset will inspire future work
on creating extensive multimodal datasets of
other figures of speech.

3. Author statement: We bear all responsibility
in case of violation of rights in using our
benchmark.

4. Licenses: Code is licensed under the
MIT license https://opensource.org/
licenses/MIT. Dataset is licensed under CC-
BY 4.0 license https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode.

5. Hosting & preservation: our website is
deployed, and all data is accessible and
available. We encourage researchers to send
us model predictions on the created test
sets. We will update a model and players
leaderboard with these results periodically.

6. Code repository: https://github.com/
irfl-dataset/irfl

A.2 Annotation UI

Figure 4: The UI used to annotate the automatic
pipeline candidate images. Annotators need to
choose the category that best describes the relationship
between the idiom and the image.

A.3 Literal Threshold

To find a literal threshold, we conducted two
grid searches on images that passed the OCR
filters and had a "phrase-image" score higher
than the "search-query" score. We sampled
20 images from each point in the distribution
of −10,−8,−6,−4,−2, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and
annotated them as "literal" or "non-literal". This
distribution aligns with the normal distribution of
the images that stand the two criteria mentioned
above (Figure 5). We found the range of (−2, 2) to
result in the best thresholds, and so we conducted a
more dense grid search in this range. We sampled
30 images from each point in the distribution of
−5,−4,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, and annotated them
as "literal" or "non-literal". We chose the threshold
of 1.150353 with a TPR of 86% and FPR of 18%.

We observed that when the "phrase-image"
score is high, we can say that the image is literal
with a high probability. However, the reverse is not
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Figure 5: The distribution of the images that passed the
OCR filters and had a "phrase-image" score higher than
the "search-query" score.

true, there can be multiple “literal” images with a
very low literal score (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Literal images of the idiom "Foam at the
mouth" and the idiom "Take the bull by the horns".
Both images have a "phrase-image" score of −9.

A.4 Annotation Task Discussion
The nature of the image annotation task is very
subjective, and often the relation worker A sees
between an idiom and an image differs from the
relation worker B sees. The connection a worker
sees between an image and an idiom can vary
based on his understanding of the image scene
and his interpretation of that scene. For example,
Figure 7 shows a "Caption" image of a person
holding a tiger by the tail in a non-dangerous
or difficult situation in which one should not
remain. The person is smiling as it seems like
he is playing with a very young tiger (small in
size). The majority of workers agreed with this

explanation, except one who disagreed and chose
the "Figurative Literal" category. This worker’s
interpretation arose from her viewpoint as a
mother, and she said, "as a mother, I would still say
that it’s dangerous and the person is being foolish".

Figure 7: A candidate image from the training
platform.

Another example of different interpretations is the
image seen in Figure 8, which shows an image of a
cowboy bunny drawing with the idiom - "quick on
the draw". The annotations of this image were very
diverse as 5 workers chose 4 different categories.
Two workers chose "Figurative" as they saw a
connection to the idiom definitions. One worker
chose "Figurative Literal" as he saw a connection to
the idiom definitions and a literal connection to the
idiom. Another worker chose "Caption" because he
did not find the image to be "Figurative" and saw
the idiom literally as illustrating the image. The
last worker selected "None" as he did not find a
clear literal connection and didn’t see the image
as "Figurative" as it lacked an indication that the
bunny was "quick to act" or "characterized by rapid
response".

A.5 Understanding Task Samples



Figure 8: A figurative candidate of the idiom "quick on
the draw".






